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Context of exo-planet detection
TPF inner working Angle
• The challenge is to observe a very faint planet near a bright star.
• The starlight needs to be cancelled. It is a contrast and resolution problem • The Inner Working Angle is the angle inside which direct detection of a planet is not possible. IWA=N*λ/D where N depends on the coronograph type
• In the visible the ratio planet/star is 10E-9 (Jup) to 10E-10 (Earth), in the infrared it is about 1000 times easier • However the planet is brightest in visible • a null of 10E-7 corresponds to a contrast of 10E-10 @ 1 airy spot (λ/D) • Very large telescopes are not needed:
-For an Earth @10pc D~1.5m -For a Jupiter @10pc D~0.3m only • With just one aperture the star forms an Airy disk image (of size 2.44λ/D ) • With 2 or more apertures the image is modulated by a fringe pattern of period λ/B where B is the baseline between the pupils • The goal is to put the star on the null and the planet on the bright fringe • 0.15% imbalance limits null to 2.8e-7 • 0.1 nm rms opd limits null to 2.5e-7 -Sum of amplitude and phase errors => ~5e-7 versus 7e-7 measured.
• Possibly both amplitude and OPD stability to improve by 3~5x when chamber is pumped • Current experiment could get 1~2e-7 nulls ( 1~2e10/airy spot) • Third factor to fight could be polarization/angles We are only 10x away from TPF's goal of 10E-7. Using a combination of a fiber array and deformable mirror a null of 10E-7 would correspond to a contrast of 10E-10 (Δmag=25) at 1 Airy spot
Future plans: -progress on deep laser nulling (goal of 2M soon, then eventually 10M) -parallel effort on broadband (WL) nulling up to 20% (goal of 1M@5% soon) -introduce certain parameters and devices for upcoming experiments such as shear, DM modulation, fiber array filtering, downstream addition of calibration system, more remote control, more end to end system
